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Overview
• This is a brand new ECP project started in FY20
• Previous investments made by NNSA devoted to funding NVIDIA to open source a Fortran
front-end for LLVM based on the PGI Fortran compiler
• Naming confusion:
• Led to “legacy flang” (PGI-based) and then an all-new “F18” front end written in C++17

High-Level Priorities
1. A working front-end
2. Exascale platforms and apps (parallelism, scaling, tools,
etc.)
•

• F18 has been officially adopted into LLVM as “Flang”

• Still transitioning into the LLVM community. Building an active community

• Our project builds on this foundation & focuses on ECP needs
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Details emerging… A lot will depend what features end up in
LLVM (e.g. backends for target processors), needs from the
applications in ECP, special use cases for tooling, etc.

3. Testing, testing, testing…
•

We will devote a significant effort to testing

OpenMP in Flang and Clang
Clang
• Parsing
• Type
checking
• Pragma
validation
• IR code
generation

Front-End Design and Status

Flang
• Prototyped for
#omp parallel
• Design
accepted
• Collaboration
with ARM and
others

• Parsing
• Type
checking
• Directive
validation
• IR code
generation

OpenMP
lowering =
LLVM-IRgeneration

Working with other ECP projects
(SOLLVE) as well as vendors to
improve the OpenMP testing
infrastructure.
Better test coverage for the offloading
is a major driver.
Will be designed with Flang in mind.

Working on porting the improved
OpenMP variant support from C/C++
to Fortran as well.
The improvements we added to the
OpenMP 5.1 standard allow easier
portable programming across
different architectures (offloading to
AMD, NVIDIA, …).

(OpenMPIRBuilder)

+ Uniform/Compatible LLVM-IR encoding
+ Early testing through Clang
+ Less maintenance and implementation
effort

Growing the Community – A Glance at a Flang
Community Call Presentation
Presented by Arm 31 July 2019

Explanation
•Lower FIR into a mix of OpenMP and LLVM
•Translation library can use existing LLVM
and the OpenMP IR Builder to generate
LLVM IR
•Pros
•MLIR dialect can be used by others
•Can reuse code from Clang for OpenMP.
•Suggestion from MLIR community [1]
•Cons
• A bit tied to LLVM

Testing, CI, and Regressions
• Given the late project start (on ECP timeline) testing must be a priority to
establishing a robust compiler
• Will use a combination of smaller tests as well as full applications
• Establish a testing capability at each facility via ECP testing/CI infrastructure
• For example, we have already configured a nightly build bot using the ECP GitLab runners
at NERSC (pulls the master and builds it against a stable LLVM installation).
• Need to connect with LLVM mono-repo focused build as well

• Focus on ECP applications but also expand to increase code coverage, unique
language use cases, etc.
• Performance regressions and Exascale platform-centric aspects will be phased in
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We currently rely on
continued contributions
from industry for open
source backend
components…

Any existing
Fortran compiler
Fortran’

“test” driver for parser and
semantic analysis functionality
(will “retire” in CY2020)

Executable

FIR is a dialect of MLIR: Multi-Level
Intermediate Representation
https://github.com/tensorflow/mlir

• To date we have run ~5M lines of code successfully through the test driver (Arm
already working on a new clang-based driver implementation)
• Semantic analysis nearly complete (supporting Fortran 2018 + OpenMP 5.0);
includes contributions from Arm
• FIR status: design and implementation details underway
• On target for a fully functional single-threaded Fortran 2018 compiler early in
CY2020

Fortran-centric extensions to LLVM
• Many Fortran advantages come from language semantics useful for
optimization (e.g., array aliasing, type aliasing, array bounds). Thus,
representing relevant information in the IR is important in a highquality implementation.
• Given that Flang will have both FIR and LLVM optimization phases,
exactly which phases need which pieces of information is still under
investigation.
• Active efforts exist on aliasing information and loop bounds. For
example, collaboration with Intel, Synopsys, and others, on an
enhanced aliasing representation:

An llvm.noalias extension to
LLVM is being designed, and
this will enhance the ability to
represent Fortran arrays, C
restrict-qualified pointers, and
more (see,
e.g., https://reviews.llvm.org/D
9375)

